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brous fascia" (Derpt, 1837) and "The Annals of the surgical
department of the Imperial University clinic in Derpt from
April 1, 1836 to April 1, 1837" (1837) [1, 2].
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For the prelate Luka (Voyno-Yasenetsky), the
(1861), D. Dobromyslov (1892), N.Ya. Pyaskolife and works of N.I. Pirogov were an outstand-
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ing example of the reconciliation between science
and religion.
The center of the spiritual-philosophical legacy of the prominent surgeon is "Life Questions.
Diary ofan old doctor …" (1879−1881), where
N.I. Pirogovsystematically developed the metamorphoses of his religious outlook, which did not
remain the same throughout his life and works
[13] (pic. 3).
They are introduced in "Life Questions", and
in the so-called theological section
"Diary of an old doctor …",the autobiographical section3 after the description of studies in the
private boarding school V.S. Kryazheva, before
N.I. Pirogov was admitted to the medical faculty of Moscow University. This theological section, the last of the works of Pirogov, was written
inJanuary-February 1881 in the name of Vishnu
(pic. 4).
Many years of doubts and critical reﬂectionswere required of N.I. Pirogov before he could
manage to formulate the main questions of life,
which in the end everyone mustresolve. Only in
the twilight of his years did he begin ona publication of the most essential of life’s questions: "The
main issue of life – a question of God" [13].
This formulationof the main issue of life
became central to the classiﬁcation oﬀered by
N.I. Pirogov.4
"Whatever subject the person of science may
be engaged in, noted N.I. Pirogov in "Life questions. The diary of the old doctor …", – all know
that he can never get away from the troublesomequestion: what does he believe. Then, this most
important question: does his beliefcoincide with
his scientiﬁc convictions?" [13, page 120].
From here, all researchers (according toPirogov) can be divided into three groups.
The ﬁrst were“the true believers" made up of
Catholics, Protestants or Orthodox who "were
true believers" who sincerely believedthat Heav-

enly forces helped them make diﬃcult scientiﬁc
decisions. The second included scientiﬁc workers
"trying to reconcile their scientiﬁc beliefs with religious ones" [14, page 120]. The third "believed
in nothing", atheists who based their research on
materialistic doctrine.
To which group did N.I. Pirogov belong?"My
religious beliefs didn't remain the samethroughout my life,as noted in "Life questions. Diary of
an old doctor …". – I became a believer, but not
suddenly … and not withoutﬁght" [13, page 120,
136].
Proceeding from this formulation on the main
questions oﬂife, N.I. Pirogov divided his life into
three "phases", each of which has something particularly important, coinciding "with moral and
everyday upheavals" [13, page 116].
The ﬁrst included a period of childhood or
ceremonial religion (1816−1828) and began atan
early age, when young Nikolayjoined his parents
in sacramentwith the Lord. It was a time of traditional completion of orthodox ceremonies. At that
time he adopted and learnedeverything he saw in
churches, the homes ofhis parents andis older sisters, who were faithful parishioners of the Holy
Trinity Church in Syromyatnikakh (Moscow).
They also called this period the "outer side of Orthodoxfaith", since internally (meaning religious
conviction) there was still much to be desired.
The Church of the Holy Trinity in
Syromyatniki(Moscow), which N.I. Pirogov attended in his youth, no longer remain today; itwas destroyed in the thirties of the last century.
Miraculously,justone of the ancient icons for this

3

“Life Questions. Diary of an old doctor . . .” can be divided
into two parts: the spiritual-philosophical and the autobiographical, as the title of this work indicates.
4
This is what Vishnia looked like during the times of N.I.
Pirogov. This is where “Diary of an Old Doctor …” (18791881), having become the focus of his spiritual-philosophical
legacy.

Рiс. 4. of Vishnia.4
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temple remains: "The BogolubskayaMother of
was the statement about a high "gift of the heav5
God with Deesis” (pic. 5). It is now possible to
ens, which only the chosen doctors noted" [2,
page 355]. This position, in the works of an athesee it in the State Tretyakov gallery(Moscow).
After young Nikolay Pirogov was admitted
istic doctor,creates a "black sheep"impression;
to the medical faculty of Moscow University (at
this heavenly gift can beseen in the high art of the
physician.It is what the pious believe and what the
13 years of age),there was a revolution in his moral
and everyday life towards the atheism. It took place
atheists deny.
The gradual back down
under the inﬂuence of his senior
from atheism during the second
medical classmates. However,
family traditions helped him ob"phase" began when N.I. Pirogovmoved from DerpttoSt. Petersserve Orthodox ceremonies durburg (1841), where he hadbecome
ing this period. It went on this way
until he was no longer able to be
professor at the Imperial Medico-Surgical Academy (IMSA).
with his God-fearing mother and
elder sisters, having been admitted
Here,over the course of years,
to theprofessorial school of Derpthe “need to believe" developed
and strengthened, as written by
tUniversity and moving to Derpt.
The
second
"phase"
N.I. Pirogov after a serious illness
in February-March, 1842.
(1828−1848) represented the long
"During this illness, for the
period of doubts and disbelief
which, according to N.I. Piroﬁrst time in life, the thought of
hope inProvidence occurred to
gov, never was total. From here,
him. N.I. Pirogov remembered the
in thediﬃcult moments of life,
events of those days. ‘Something
and during studies at Derpt Professorial institute (1828−1833)
sudden, in a sleepless night, as if
my consciousness had lit up, and
and when practicing his profesРiс. 5. The BogolubskayaMother
the word ‘hope’ was incessantly
sion (1836−1841) he "could not
of
God
with
Deesis.
but turn his gaze to the sky" [13,
spinning on the tip of the tongue.
The State Tretyakov gallery
And along with hope in my soul
page 279].
(1712).
"The outlook I had at that
arose a sweet need for family love
and happiness … I considered it
time … was strongly inclined toan appeal from above …" [13, page 420].
wards materialism,wrote N.I. Pirogov about those
times and about entering "the third camp6 – not
In pursuit of this appeal, right then and there,
believing in anything" [13, page 328, 121].
he proposed to E.N. Berezinyand obtained conFurthermore, the scientiﬁc works of Pirogov
sent from the father of the bride. While waiting
at that time included evidence conﬁrming his infor the quick wedding, he went after his second
complete atheism or denial of the sacred during
calling.
his time in Derpt. This includes theological terms
"For the ﬁrst time I wished for immortality,
and citations to the Holy Scriptures found in
an afterlife, wrote N.I. Pirogov. It is what love had
"The Annals of the Surgical Oﬃce of the Imperial
made.I wished that love was eternal … Then this
DerptUniversity" [1, page 13, 265; 2, page 286].
… desirefor an endless life, life outside the coﬃn,
Most notable in the theological terminology
gradually disappeared” [13, page 422].
contained in these professional medical works,
These were unusual "callings" directed to the
doctor atheist. They certainly played a role in the
5
Deesisis a prayer (Greek). In iconography, a Deesisis an
formation of the new moral revolution awaiting
icon that has Jesus Christ at its center, and the Holy Virgin
N.I. Pirogov.
near him in prayer by the side.
6
"For the doctor who is looking for faith, the
The third camp, according to the classiﬁcation of
N.I. Pirogov, is made up of materialists.
most diﬃcult is to believe in immortality and an
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afterlife, – N.I. Pirogov noted. He certainly had
are the primary breading grounds of faith" [13,
his own experiences in mind. In the ﬁrst place, this
page 135].
is because the primary objective of medical science
So slowly and painfully, but steadily, the
and all of a doctor’s knowledge is the body, which
prominent surgeon to moved towards theOrthosoon perishes; secondly, a doctor
dox Church. This path was covis visually reminded every day that
ered with thorns and multiple
mental abilities are not only tied to
obstacles in the form of doubts
the body, but fully dependent on
facedby scientist and especially
it…" [13, page 143, 144].
doctor.
However, the main events of
The
third
"phase"
the second "phase", which shook
(1848−1881), which was the inN.I. Pirogov and became the
evitable consequence of the seccause of a new moral and lifestyle
ond, began for N.I. Pirogovin the
revolution, were still ahead. Itwas
second half of 1848, when he ﬁrst
because ofpersonal tragedy, the
discovered the Gospels, which he
unexpected death of the ﬁrst wife
had not “read until then”. "After
(1846), which left him with two
I was convinced thatI could not
juvenile children on his hands.
be an atheist or deist7, I looked
for spiritual peace and, of course,
In rapid fashion, (1848) held
the purelyexternal inﬂuences
numerous professional problems
Рис. 6. Н.И. Пирогов после
переезда в Санкт-Петербург
of church sacraments and cer(an evaluation of N.I. Pirogovmade by the Minister of War after (на втором плане – здание ИМХА). emonies already endured could
not calm the agitated soul …
the surgeon’s return from many
I needed a distraction, the unatmonths of work in the Caucases;
tainable high ideals of faith. Havthey were unfounded accusaing acceptedthe Gospel …, and
tions of scientiﬁc plagiarism by
already38 years old, I found this
N.I. Pirogov, etc.), which almost
ideal for myself" [13, page 140].
resulted in him having to leave his
At that moment, N.I. Pirowork as a professor at IMSA.
gov again found the Orthodox
The sepia ink drawing donein
faith of his ancestorsand together
St. Petersburg, nowhere better
with thisthe prayerful grace ofportrays the gloomy and often deGod. Only aperson whohad topressed mood of N.I. Pirogov. It
tally reached such blessedness in
pursued him throughout his prohis own relationships could write
fessional career atIMSA (ﬁg. 6).
these penetrating lines: "Believe
Gazing "oﬀ into nowhere", sadly
in love and hope in the blessedpursing his lips, the somewhat
ness of God’s predestiny; pray
hunched young man there is ProРис. 7. Н.И. Пирогов после
обретения
православной
веры
to the universal spirit of love and
fessor of surgery and anatomy
(1854 г.).
grace andthe blessedness of your
N.I. Pirogov, looking persecutsoul. Not for you, not for anyedor dissatisﬁed with his own life.
body else nothing will be changedin the world –
"There is no peace in his soul and life", one can say,
storms will not abate, the elements will not be
looking atthis expressive and realistic drawing.
paciﬁed; but you, the makeup of your soul can
Possibly, many in Petersburg had troubles
be changed … by belief in the blessedness of the
when they ﬁrst started working at IMSA, says
N.I. Pirogov, when writing down these lines in
7
"The Diary of an Old Doctor …": “weekness of
Deism (according to Pirogov), is not faith, but doctrine, the
formation of pure reason.
body and spirit, illness, need, sorrow and grief
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Holy Spirit. … When any predestined grief, any
predestinedtrouble cannot be eliminated by you,
you can remain calm, if blessed prayer will make
you less vulnerable and ﬁrmer towardssorrow and
grief" [13, page 154].
In this photograph of N.I. Pirogov taken in
1854, heis still professor of IMSA. This position
did not change and external attacks(according
to N.I. Pirogov) never ceased. However, his expression exhibits the peace and calm of his soul
(pic. 7).
The physician’s duties of N.I. Pirogovduring the years of the defense of Sevastopol
(1854−1855) were, without exaggeration, a
Christian achievement of self-sacriﬁce. His
source of resuscitation wasthe Orthodox faith. It
showed surgeon Pirogovthe correctpath for the
application of medical eﬀorts in Sevastopol, besieged by enemies.
Where, if not here, on the front line of the
heroicdefense of the city, was charity and medical assistance more needed by the courageous defenders of the Homeland?
Fusing Christian mercy and medical duty,
participating in basic practical and public works,
led to outstanding medical achievements from the
prominent surgeon inthe Crimean theatre of war.
Today, these results allowus to include N.I. Pirogovin the list of the rare organizers of public
health care, whose achievements during the defense of Sevastopol of 1854-1855 had enduring
world-class value.
The ﬁrst among these outstanding achievementswas organizing the work of nurses, which
were ﬁrst formed in Saint Petersburg and Moscow through the eﬀorts and funds of the Imperial
family. Since these events were taking place in the
theater of war, N.I. Pirogovwas responsible for all
of these units.
In world history, the divisions of Russian
nurses1854-1855 became prototypes for the international institute of nursing, and our outstanding
surgeon was their source.
Another outstanding world achievement for
which N.I. Pirogov was responsible (1855) was
medical triage of wounded during their massive
admission atinitial treatment points in Sevastopol.

This new organizational system allowed for
the systematic and eﬃcient provision of qualiﬁed
surgical help by reducing the eﬀorts and resources
of doctors and nurses, always in short supply for
those who need them in wartime.
Before being introduced by Pirogov,medical
triage bydoctor and nursing teams, they also
provided selective assistance to the wounded,
but this "selection" was chaotic and haphazardly
provided8.
The merit of N.I. Pirogovwas that after medical triage, qualiﬁedsurgical assistancecould be
provided according to the results ofpreliminary
medical examinations. Then, emergency medical
assistancecould be rendered to allwho needed it.
Because of this, all of the wounded who entered
the initial treatment points of Sevastopol were
separated into four categories:
- lightly wounded (not demanding immediate
treatment);
- demanding the provision of qualiﬁed surgical help urgently or ﬁrst of all;
- those to whom the provision of qualiﬁedsurgical help could be delayed (they would be second
in turn);
- agonizing or having suﬀered harm incompatible with life and needing relief from corporal
and spiritual suﬀerings (guardianship of trained
nurses and Orthodox priest).
The basic principle of medical triage provided by N.I. Pirogovin 1855are usedworldwide in
militarymedical practice. This includes wars and
military conﬂicts of the XXI century. Thus, this
advancement made by Pirogov, which took place
after his conversion to faith, continues to save the
wounded to this day.
At the same time, ﬁnding the Orthodox faith
became the catalyst of natural scientiﬁc research
for N.I. Pirogov. It was conceived in a "phase"of
disbelief. However, it was implemented after he
had become one of many researchers, "trying
to reconcile their scientiﬁc belief with religious
ones".
The greatest examples of this is one of the
most famous scientific worksof Pirogov, "Il8

Often the provision of such help began with those wounded
who yelled the loudest or were located the nearest.
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lustrated Topographic Anatomy of Cuts Made
latest medical technologies of the XXI century
in Three Dimensions Across a Frozen Human
(pic. 8 and 9)9.
Body" (1851−1859).Preliminary research in
We point out that the practical work of
this areawas begun by N.I. Pirogovin 1836,
N.I. Pirogovknown as “TheIllustrated Topowhen he becameprofessor of surgery at the
graphic Anatomy of Cuts", was completed during
Derpt University Medical School and started
his teaching career (1856−1859).Being a trustee
dealing with a number of atheat both the Odessa and Kiev
isticallyoriented researchers.
educational districts, he found
His conversion tothe Orthodox
opportunities to summarize his
faithcoincided with new toposcientiﬁc results in the ﬁeld of
graphic anatomical researches
the surgical or topographical
connected with layered dissecanatomy, since they had importion of the frozen human body
tant signiﬁcance for practical
(1849-1855).
surgeons.
Spiritual belief ledPirogovto
This was how practical apconclude that faith without deeds
plication of medical science and
is death. By this, he had in mind
orthodox belief occurred during
the Orthodox principle of "kind
the teaching and practical period
deeds”, in which it was considof N.I. Pirogov’s life. It was the
Рис. 8. Иллюстрация
ered that any good deed of the
quintessence of his spiritual and
из пироговского атласа
(1859 г.).
believer is a service to the Lord.
philosophical legacy.
He dedicated his work "The
N.N. Burdenko ﬁrst recogillustrated topographical anatnized this feature of the spiromy" to this. High "accuracy
itual and philosophical legacy of
illustrated the positions of all
N.I. Pirogov, consisting of a uniparts of the body". Pirogovconﬁcation of science and religion,
sidered this one of the principle
when Nikolay Nilovichwas not
deeds of kindness, carried out
yet anoutstanding Soviet surgeon
for the sake of healing of hu(1908).
man suﬀerings at the hands of
When it became clear, on Nosurgeons,to which he devoted
vember 5, 1908, N.N. Burdenko
this great work. So Evangelispoke at the ﬁrst meeting of the
cal love for thy neighbor mate- Рис. 9. Современная компьютерная Yuryevsky (Derpt) N.I. Pirogorialized in the scientiﬁc works
vamedical society, "On N.I. Piroтомограмма той же области
(2009 г.).
of N.I. Pirogov. He viewed the
gov from a historical perspective"
professional work of scientists
[7]. Here, “the eﬀort to unite
and doctors as one way to "do
faith and analysis" during the life
good" inthe service of Jesus Christ. The highof N.I. Pirogov was ﬁrst noted [7]. Furthermore,
est purpose to which Pirogovaspired in many
"analysis" was understood as nothing other than
ways explains that unprecedented commitment
the scientiﬁc works of the great surgeon.
which moved completion of his work forwardN.N. Burdenko was convinced that the memdespite long-term obstacles (1849−1859). Only
ory ofpeoplelikePirogov, "should beconserved,
today are we aware of the unprecedented scienlikea lamp radiating a gentle conciliatory light".
tiﬁc results then achieved by N.I. Pirogov. More
9
This scientiﬁc position was based on our work, dedicated to
and more our contemporaries come recognize
the 150-year anniversary of the publication of N.I. Pirogov’s
new scientiﬁc facts, witnessing that "TheIllus“Illustrated Topographic Anatomy of Cuts Made in Three
trated Topographic Anatomy of Cuts …" is the
Dimensions Across a Frozen Human Body" (1851−1859)
forerunner of computer tomography, one of the
[14, 15].
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In his own words, "itssurvival is a consolation for
those who may fall prey to moments of craven disbelief in the possibility and feasibility of good and
justice on the earth" [7].
The prominent Russian lawyer A.F. Konialso
bore witness to the high calling of the spiritualphilosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogov. He made an
unforgettable speech at a meeting devoted to the
100th anniversary of the birth of the great surgeon
(1910). "The Diary of an Old Doctor, left by Pirogov, noted A.F. Koni, provides an opportunity to
glance into his soul. It provides the opportunity
to hear not only the voice of a public ﬁgure or
well-known scientist, but also the heartfelt voice
of a person that Pirogov wanted to raise in every
youth. This heart overﬂows with deep and touching faith in the highest calling and aﬀections before the Testament of Christ. Life teaches that
Christ had many servants, but few real followers.
Oneof them was Pirogov" [16].
The reverent attitude towards the spiritualphilosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogova, the center
of which was "Life Questions. The diary of an Old
Doctor", signiﬁcantly changed during the Soviet
period.
One such example is the work of the prominent Russian surgeon V.A. Oppelya, whose works
surfaced in the ﬁrst years of Soviet power ("History of the Russian surgery", 1923) [17]. The
author justiﬁablydistinguished two periods of
historical developmentin Russian surgery, "beforePirogov" and "after Pirogov", therebyemphasizing the special role of the legacy of Pirogovin
the ﬁeld of clinical medicine. In this work, it is
already possible to notice a change in the views
of Soviet scientists concerning the spiritual-philosophical legacy of "the ﬁrst surgeon of Russia".
It is an understanding that, compared to the other
parts of the legacy of Pirogov(including in the
ﬁeld of clinical medicine, morphology, pedagogics and public work),began to be questioned. "It is
common to viewPirogovas something of a saint”,
wrote V.A. Oppelin "History of Russian Surgery".
“If one reads ‘Life Questions’, i.e. his pre-death
work10, which heunfortunately did not ﬁnish, one
10

Refering to “Life Questions. Diary of an Old Doctor. . .”
(1879-1881).

can get the impression of holiness. However, this
is undoubtedly a false impression” [17].
In a short amount of time, there was a signiﬁcant change in the previous view toward the religious-philosophical views of N.I. Pirogov. Another biographer, S. Y. Streich(1933) published
a signiﬁcant portion of his personal correspondence, testifying to the religious and philosophical
beliefs of "the ﬁrst surgeon of Russia" [11, 18].
The religious-philosophical positions of
N.I. Pirogov, as S. Y. Streichbegan to emphasize
by the mid-1930s, “reconciled Pirogov(after his
death) not onlywith reactionaries andmonarchists,
but with ministers of church cults,who happily
seized on the religious-patriotic revelationsof the
great surgeon. A number ofarticles publishedby
diﬀerentpriestsin parishmagazinesliter[emphasis
added] the enormousliterature concerning thescientiﬁcmerits ofPirogovand the numerousmemories ofhis socio-medical and educational activities" [18].
Additionally, during the years of Soviet power
there were unusual events related to the spiritualphilosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogov.
One of these was in 1962 when a ﬁfth collection of his works was published in eight volumes.
The last volume to this collection included an autobiographical work with “Life Questions. Diary
of an Old Doctor. . .” The ideological reaction to
this work by Pirogovwas tentative for many years
and, beginning with the ﬁrst two publications of
the collection (1887, 1900) its publication was
accompanied by numerous censorship deletions.
The last more complete editions of “Life Questions. Diary of an Old Doctor . . .” were published
only in 1910 and 1916.
During Soviet times, two sections with signiﬁcant content (1950) were also excluded from the
philosophical-biographic works of Pirogov. When
it was time to publish these sections in the ﬁfth
collection of works (1960), one of the editor’s
comments ina supplement to “Life Questions.
Diary of an Old Doctor . . .” even noted: “in his
‘Diary’, N.I. Pirogov gives signiﬁcant mention to
his religious convictions, which today are of no
interest and are not provided in this edition” [19].
Apparently, these commentaries did not
question excluding signiﬁcant parts of the spiritu-
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al-philosophic legacy of N.I. Pirogov from Soviet
editions of “Life Questions. Diary of an Old Doctor . . .” (1962).
There was great surprise when we conducted a
literal textual comparison of the twopublications
of this outstanding work, the edition of (1910)11
and Soviet (1962) one. As a result, we were able
to establish that the spiritual-philosophical legacy
of the “ﬁrst surgeon of Russia”, based on a signiﬁcant portion of work, in the Soviet publication
(1962) seemed untouched and was generally the
same edition as the one published in 1910. The
insigniﬁcant changes, which the Soviet editors
decided to make, were to change capital letters to
un-capitalized in several words, such as “God”,
“Lord”, “Him” and others. These words, given
high spiritual signiﬁcance in the manuscript of
the latest work of N.I. Pirogov, of course began
with large letters.
This unexpected “tolerance” on the part of
the editors seemed miraculous, particularly after having been warned about omitting evidence
from the “Diary” about the religious convictions
of the author, ostensibly of no interest to the Soviet reader.
Actually, censorship deletions in Soviet times
were the most signiﬁcant (several dozen pages,
in comparison with the 1910 edition). Nevertheless, they were not about the religious-philosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogov, which miraculously
are preserved in the Soviet publications of “Life
Questions. Diary of an Old Doctor. . .” [19].
The fact that in 1990 [1] the book “Life of Great
People”, by doctor and member of the Writer’s Union of the USSR, A. P. Brezhnev, saw the light is
another miraculous event of the Soviet period.
This was probably the only work during Soviet
times where the spiritual-philosophical legacy of
N.I. Pirogov was included without censorship.
The work of A. P. Brezhnev discusses, for
example, the birth of the son of Nicholas, 13th
child, treasurer of the Moscow Commissariat
Depot, Ivan IvanovichPirogov. "Before the beginning of the Advent holiday, November 13, 1810 ...
the son of Nicholas … was born ... Grandfather Ivan
11

Edition published for the 100 year anniversary of the birth
of N.I. Pirogov.

Mokeevich,the father of IvanIvanovichwas already
over one hundred, carefully picked up the crying
baby, kissed him on the cheek, crossed himself:
– Lord, have mercy! God bless you! ...
And then smiled:
– Before Christmas, a kindRussian boy was
born, glory to him! ...
Blizzards and creaking noise outside the window
shutters
suddenlyinterrupted the church singing.
– The service began -Uncle Nikolai
Nikolaevichsaid in excitement ...
The kind Nanny, blue-eyed old woman in a
dark red scarf and antique lace shawl took the toddler from grandfather’s hands andwhispered:
– Our Archpriest is oh so pleased.
And we called him Nicholas in honor of Saint
Nicholas, Archbishop of Nikolaos of Myra, the miracle worker.
His father came to a small table on the right
hand corner, where the icons hung and lamps gave
heat He quickly ﬂipped through one of the church
books and said:
– Yes, my dear, I cannot argue with you. We
Will name my son in honor of the Saint and Miracle
worker – Nicholas. He will pity the poor and Conquer his enemies "[20].
Today, the philosophical-religiousworldviews
of N.I. Pirogovhave beenreviewed in one of the
works of the famous theologian – Archpriest Zenkovsky [21].
This work notes that faith opens and begins
the path towards knowledge for us.
It is true, from the depths of the most original
faith come doubts that form inus that criticismto
which science is so closely connected.However,
having passed through this stage of doubts and
been freed from the limitations of "logical” reasoning, our soul returns to faith. This higher stage
of faith becomes a force that binds us with the ideal of God. If "cognitive abilities based on doubt do
not permit faith, thenon the contrary, faith does
restrain knowledge. . . , the ideal which is the basis of faith becomes higher knowledge and tries to
achieve truth” [21].
These provisions, in the same sequence, reﬂect the main "phases" in the life and works of N.I.
Pirogov that are noted in our work. This includes
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the initial period of doubt and disbelief that the famous researcher had to experience so that, through
the acquisition of faith,he could achieve the union
of science and religion in his life and works.
An understanding ofthe spiritual-philosophical legacy N.I.Pirogov cantoday contribute to
a new edition of "Questionslife. Diary of an Old
Doctor ... " byN.I. Pirogov; this was seen at the
PirogovskyCenter in connection with the 200th
anniversary of the birth of the «ﬁrst surgeon Russia" (2010) [13].Here, one can see in a chosen
format the basic provisions of the spiritual-philosophical heritage of N.I. Pirogov, unlike in other
editionof this famous work, publishedover the
past two decades. The Pirogovskogo Center has
devoted additional works to his worldview in the
second half of his life and works [22].
Is it possible to believe that our work concerning the restored role and signiﬁcance of the spiritual-philosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogov is over?
Probably not! It can no longer contain the his
already famous position contained in the philosophical-theology section of “Life Questions. Diary of an Old Doctor. . .” This outstanding work by
Pirogov was not ﬁnished. It stops at a description
of the beginning of the Petersburg period of his life
and works (1841). It only contains partial evidence
about the rebirth of N.I. Pirogov into the Orthodox faith due to his readings of the Gospel (1848).
True support for the study of the spiritualphilosophical legacy of N.I. Pirogovmay include

his letters to A. A. Bistro, written in the ﬁrst half
of 1850. They are not well known by modern
readers of the life and works of the “ﬁrst surgeon
of Russia”. Their contents reﬂect not so much the
ﬁrst as much as the real changes in the religiousphilosophical worldviews of the surgeon and
anatomist, related to his introduction to readings
of the Gospel (1848).
Almost 100 years passed since the last publication of these letters (1914-1918) and the sources
[13] that published them have sincebecome bibliographic rarities [11, 23]. In Soviet times, evidence that N.I. Pirogovconverted from atheism
was also inaccessible; bibliographic descriptions
of his epistolary legacy did not oﬀer information
about the contents of many of these letters compared with other types of correspondence [23].
This is how they were artiﬁcially limited. Unnecessary and signiﬁcant diﬃculties were placed
before researchers trying to accomplish individual
scientiﬁc goals.
Therefore, the apparent scientiﬁc achievements in the study of the spiritual-philosophical
legacy of N.I. Pirogov, associated with his 200
year anniversary (2010), cannot be considered
exhaustive. We must still examine new scientiﬁc
goals dealing with the expanded contemporary
understanding of the religious-philosophical
worldview of N.I. Pirogov and changes in the understanding of such a worldview from the Soviet
era to another.
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